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P
oint of sale (POS) and office software is only important to a
business owner or manager who wants to be in control of the
business and not blind. If properly used it shows the health of
the business at any point in time, which can be a valuable busi-
ness tool for producing higher profit margins and less waste.

Two things must take place before software truly does become a key
tool: Users must create transactions correctly, and management must read
reports properly. When this takes place the software becomes the steering
wheel of the business. Key reports measure current performance against
historical performance and budgeted forecasts. 

If any of this sounds complicated, be assured when done right it does
not have to be. Most software systems seem complicated because they were
set up wrong from the start. They could have been set up by inexperienced
staff or altered at the business owner’s request. The end result of an incor-
rect setup is a cumbersome, unpredictable and expensive system.

Software is important for owners and managers who want accountability
and the ability to raise profit margins. Managers can run 5-8 key reports a
day to have complete visibility in all aspects of the business. The key
reports enforce accountability, show what sales mean in terms of profit for
the business and provide up-to-the-minute financial information on the
health of the business. If any of this matters to an owner or manager, soft-
ware is the most important tool to have, at least for any business that wants
to grow and perform consistently year after year.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Inventory is never an easy part of the business. Many small businesses do

not have a lot of skills in maintaining a true perpetual inventory system.
When inventory is handled as a standardized process of receiving, selling and
maintaining inventory it becomes a much lower labor issue. Most small busi-
nesses claim they cannot afford to run inventory in this manner, but the
opposite is true. Most small businesses drive up their costs by ignoring stan-
dard practices of perpetual inventory. Utilizing the received inventory in the
software system means an accurate reading, easy printing of tags with bar-
codes for inventory when needed and quick scanning of inventory at the reg-

ister when sold. Team members can also
quickly perform cycle counts of inventory
to check accuracy and dump product that
is no longer salable. The end result of this
simple process means accurate inventory
with less labor.

POS
Does customer service seem like an

important issue in retail
sales? If your answer is
yes, then POS software
is a key tool in improv-
ing customer service.
Cashiers at any level can
quickly tell customers
by phone or in person
what items are in stock.
They can also search
inventory based on
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
described by the cus-
tomer and hand them a

n u r s e r y  s u p p l i e s

Using cer tain software in the garden center  is  another way to make check-
out  more eff ic ient ;  plus  i t ’ s  easier  on the accountant  ever y month.

A Few Pointers

By Aaron Allison

Clockwise from top right: Software. The new Horticopia Professional Garden Studio module adds
ease and flexibility in creating your own POS signage. Horticopia. (800) 560-6186. (Write in 1576)
Software. Gardenware comes with approximately 7,500 plant descriptions for creating tags, labels
and signs. Water and weatherproof label supplies are available for almost any need. Gardenware.
(503) 436-0612. (Write in 1481) Printer. OnSyte Thermal Transfer Printers feature automatic print
head equalization to assure equal pressure at every point along the print path on thickness up to
.024 inches. It is now equipped with fully adjustable mandrel guides that guide tags and labels
through the printer without telescoping. Horticultural Printers. (800) 221-4843. (Write in 1484)
Banner. Garden Portrait sophisticated close-ups feature some of nature’s greatest beauties and
add a bold splash of color. Choose an image, headline and a logo to this 36- x 60-inch horizontal
banner. New Growth Marketing. (877) 752-3030. (Write in 1488)



Sign maker 
The POS Signmaker can print custom signs,
hanging banners, display boards, bench cards,
plant stakes and window graphics as needed.
The system includes a high-resolution sign print-
er with fade-resistant inks, a design station with
sign making software and templates, onsite train-
ing, a technical support call center, and warranty
program. Big Systems, Inc. (262) 790-1010.
Write in 1476

Bench 
The Tilt Bench/Plant Highlighter tilts for-
ward to a 50- or 38-degree angle to bet-
ter merchandise the plants you want to
move. Bench Systems. (888) 881-3081.
Write in 1475

Hanging basket tags 
With two styles to choose from, Hanging Basket Collars
offer a large surface area that provides plenty of space
for consumer information. Sitting above the flowers and
foliage, the collars get your hanging baskets noticed.
Easy to attach, these collars can be used with a wide
variety of basket products. MasterTag. (800) 253-0439.
Write in 1487 ç

Display bench
Gardenport is a durable merchandiser frame, and its modu-
lar display system offers optimum usage and accessibility.
The slip-fit assembly and easy-tensioned vinyl cover create
a clean, neat appearance. Global Shelters/WeatherPort.
(800) 569-1804. Write in 1482

1. Hardware setup is complicated and unreliable. For many small busi-
nesses hardware is a nightmare, and they know very little about setting up a
reliable low-maintenance system. Those businesses get much less out of
their software than they should.

2. Most software is underutilized because the set up is incorrect or overly
complicated. Many business owners or managers alter the standard way the
software is used to try to capture different data they think is valuable. Many
times they misunderstand how the software works and could have captured
that same data using standard methods in the software. They were used to
doing it one way and forced the system to work with what they were familiar

with. In fact, many times their alteration drives up inefficiencies of
the system and requires labor to maintain the system, which

raises costs. Simple use of software means quicker entry of
data, higher use rates at all levels and better reporting for
management to make good decisions.

3. Another reason most software systems are poorly used or
underutilized is because of lack of good software training for
staff. Many businesses don’t spend enough money on training
and lose 40 percent of what the software can do to save
money on the purchase of the system. Well-trained users
means management can rely on the software as a key tool to
running the business.

Software becomes crucial when it is installed and used prop-
erly. It gives up-to-the-minute performance of your business,
which can also be measured against previous performance to
show growth or change. Accountability across entire depart-
ments of the business becomes possible with simple application
of good software. Immediately, management can see what
inventory makes the most money, when items turn over the
most, what departments are meeting budget and profit fore-
casts, and what the general health of the entire business is, and
they can do it on one page summarized onto the classic balance
sheet that tells all about any business in a glance.

Aaron Allison is a partner at SBI Nursery. He can be reached by phone at
(503) 248-2159 or E-mail at aaron@sbinursery.com.
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list of items or walk through the facility showing them the items on the
list. Cashiers can also scan items on a wireless handheld device and com-
plete the sale while walking with the customer. The handheld can also
be used to bypass the checkout line by getting the customer’s items
scanned before they even get to the register. Once at the register, all
they need to do is pay, reducing the time a customer has to wait in line.

ORDERING AND RECEIVING INVENTORY
Managing orders, what remains outstanding and when it is expected is a

difficult job. Not having the right inventory at certain times of the year
means less profit and fewer returning customers. POS software
can give key reports that will show the buyer what has sold at
specific times of year, how often items turn over during
those times and what is the comparison in sales from previ-
ous years. Once these reports are utilized, the system shows
buyers what is open to buy based on budgets set, what has
been committed for vendor orders and what has already
been received. As items are received, tags with barcodes
can be automatically printed and payables are created.

Managers and owners can quickly see the financial
health of the business for the current point in time, or
compare to previous years for that same point in time.

Accountability on purchasing budgets causes good sales
goals and general cost controls by department or account-
ing codes. Whole reports for profit and loss for the entire
business can be used or they can be broken down by
department codes, jobs or accounting code totals.

UTILIZING THE SOFTWARE
Keep it simple in how POS systems are used or you

may end up having useless data and not maximizing the
program. Many software systems are underutilized for
three main reasons: 
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Kiosk 
Mini Kiosk is an information center that features an interactive touch screen that
takes customers through aspects of pond ownership. The Mini Kiosk can be staffed
or used simply as an information station and also offers a chance to include slides
about your company background and previous work. The kiosk contains shelv-
ing units for high-impact marketing materials and business reply cards.
Aquascape Designs, Inc. (866) 877-6637. Write in 1474


